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Rotador® ADAPTOR 

Attachment for vacuuming 
Art.-No.: 601 401 

Finally the ADAPTOR is the long-awaited attachment, which 
connects cleaning-guns with the wet and dry vacuum cleaners. 
Quick and easily fitted, it combines the impact of the pneumatic 
rotation power with or without cleaning agents and the 
extraction of your vacuum cleaner. 
The ADAPTOR is approx. 270° rotatable and adjusts easily to 
different working angles. This facilitates its handling even in 
hard to reach areas and makes the ADAPTOR even more 
indispensable to detailers. 
The ADAPTOR can be mounted to all Tornador® pulse cleaning 
guns: 
Z-010, Z-014, Z-020, Z-010S, Z-014S and Z-020S. 
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✓  simultaneous blowing and sucking 

✓  suitable for Tornador® Black , Classic and Basic 

✓     270° rotatable 

✓     adapters for wet - dry vacuum cleaner 

✓     robust design 

brush front nozzle  
Art.-No.: 601407br

optional available:



Rotador® BEAST  

Cleaning Adapter 
Art.-No.: 601 517 

With the cleaning attachment BEAST workshops and detailers 
are for the first time able to connect the proven pneumatic 
rotation technology to their commercial industrial vacuum 
cleaners. The cleaning attachment BEAST enables users to 
clean surfaces from dust and dirt with air pressure and 
simultaneously vacuum it. 
By simply switching the lever, user can control whether they 
just work with air, just vacuum it or if they work with air and 
vacuum.  
The Rotador® BEAST works exclusively with the pneumatic 
rotation technology and without cleaning agents. 
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✓  double benefit 

✓  pneumatic rotation technique during aspiration 

✓  deep and efficient cleaning 

✓  adapter for commercially available industrial vacuum cleaners 

✓  robust design 
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✓  integrated compressed air connection 

✓  37 Liter tank capacity 

✓  1400 W  P max. 

✓  4 bar - 15 bar (min. - max. bar) operating pressure 

✓  2.400 mm water column 

Rotador® vaQ  

Industrial-Vacuum-Cleaner 
Art.-No.: 601 561 
The first industrial vacuum cleaner, which deserves the  
brand name Rotador®. Large tank, high suction capacity and  
an additional connection for pneumatic equipment, makes 

the Rotador® vaQ indispensable for your workshop. The 

Rotador® vaQ is perfectly adapted to the vacuuming 

attachment Rotador® ADAPTOR and cleaning attachment 
Rotador® BEAST:  
Working with multiple hoses is no longer necessary since the 
pneumatic hose is inside the vacuum hose. 

When using the Rotador® ADAPTOR, a Tornador® BLACK, CLASSIC or BASIC is also needed. 
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Illustration shows usage with Rotador® BEAST


